AGENDA

DECEMBER 20, 2016  5:00 P.M.

CONSENT AGENDA

2. Order authorizing funds to State Games of Mississippi.
3. Order authorizing changes to lighting in various city parks.

ROUTINE AGENDA

1. Order confirming the appointment of Josephine Virgil Hughes to the Meridian Election Commission Board.
2. Order confirming the appointment of Donald R. Massey to the Meridian Historic Preservation Board.
3. Order authorizing agreement with LPK Architects to develop a downtown Master Plan.
5. Order authorizing acceptance of anonymous donation for SWAT Team Gear Upgrade.
6. Order authorizing the acceptance of hold harmless agreement from Estate of Frank Schillecti for road repair.
7. Order authorizing installation/sewer tap waiver fee for Lauderdale County’s Road Department Satellite location.
8. Order authorizing legal action to collect unpaid rents and utilities owed the city by Kreative Sweets.
10. Order authorizing the adoption of Stone Creek Subdivision a mixed use subdivision of the City of Meridian.
11. Order authorizing the adoption of Cross Creek Office Park – Unit II Subdivision a commercial subdivision of the City of Meridian and Rescinding Order #12382 regarding street name.
12. Claims docket.

PRESENTATION AGENDA

1. Mayor's report.

CITIZENS COMMENTS AGENDA

1. Allen Shute
2. Loretta Bennett